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AV Group
Once again we meet on Thursday 26th
October at 7.30 pm at the Royal British
Legion, Cornmeadow Lane, WR3 7RL.
The first half will consist of a discussion on
the production of A V sequences; looking
at pictures, sound and production where
Industrial reflections & Blossom petals on sun umbrella by Tessa Mills FRPS.

both

Megopolis and Cornish landscape with engine house by Clive Haynes FRPS.

more

experienced

and

less

experienced members of the Group will
hopefully express their opinions on a
series of propositions presented on the
screen. The second half will, as usual, be
composed

of

our

own

sequences

displayed for pleasure and comment.
An excellent evening’s entertainment and
instruction for £2.00 with tea or coffee or
£1.50 without. Bar also available.
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Next week
Clive reminds us:- We have an Image
Assessment

Evening

on

Tuesday

30th January when Leigh Preston FRPS and I
will

be

giving

interpretations

our
about

opinions
the

and
work

presented. We also invite and encourage
the

photographer(s)

and

audience

to

participate and be part of the experience.
Image assessment isn't about winners or
losers or points awarded.

It is about

presenting work in a non-competitive,
supportive environment where positive
criticism and understanding are both key
factors. Each picture is interpreted, advice
is offered and a deeper understanding is
gained. Wherever possible input from the

Entrance to Oradour Village by Tessa Mills FRPS

photographer is an optional part of the
session. This aids learning and everyone
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competition sizes) on the evening.

Club competitions and exhibitions
‘Pictures for Health’ is a small organisation which arranges art
exhibitions in Health clinics to brighten the ambience of often drab
waiting areas. PFH have asked me to renew the small exhibition at
Thorneloe Lodge Surgery in Barbourne, Worcester, as they have very
much enjoyed our pictures.
There is room for 17 pictures (8 landscape & 9 portrait). These must
be in the standard black frames used by the Club for exhibitions with
labels fitted inside the frame & a hanging wire on the frame back. The
pictures must be cheerful & colourful, no doom & gloom please!
They will be exhibited for about four to five months. The pictures will
be hung on 31st January. I will also need some assistance so
volunteers please!
If you wish to exhibit can I please have a commitment from you so that
I can finalise arrangements. Please see the details of the required
labels (right). I hope you will support this good cause which also
provides an opportunity to sell your work.
If you are interested or have any queries please contact me, Paul Mann
(Exhibitions Organiser).
I can collect your pictures on Tuesday 23rd & 30th January.
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CrownGate

Your WCC

A few images of the refreshed WCC exhibition at CrownGate in Worcester, courtesy of

Good

Clive Haynes and Harry Wilkie’s smartphone! With a large team of helpers the work went

members

very swiftly. All members are cordially invited to go along and take a look at the wide
selection of prints on display.

to

community

see
in
on

some
the
G+,

more
WCC
that’s

increasingly the place to see members’
images and share your own. I’m hoping
the newsletter will become redundant
soon…
Share your work in progress for advice,
comment and critique, or just share your
finished images. In the meantime, do
keep sending me your pics!

The mysteries of display stand assembly!

POTY winners
See the results of the Societies' 2017
POTY here - all category winners listed.
Take a look…

Street inspiration

Photography News

Take a look at this great Lensculture

Find the latest issue here (51). The

selection of street photography winners

Camera Club of the Year comp is still up

from 2017 and this lovely Rudy Boyer

for grabs if you fancy arranging an entry…

series Into the Light.
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Diary

Competitions & exhibitions

24-28 January Patterns TPA exhibition in
Birmingham. Free entry.

Portrait Awards 2018 - Lensculture
nPAE Astrophotography competition. Any astro object. The closing date for submission is

Friday 2 March £10 Portfolio review
sessions at Impressions. Book now…

31 March 2018,
Vale of Evesham Photo2018 is open - closing date 28 February. BPE and PAGB patronage.

With apologies to Peter Young who sent
this for last week. Still worth a visit!
New Exhibition at Worcester City Art
Gallery - Colours and Sounds from now
until 3rd February.

Photo2018 has four digital categories:
• Colour Images (overtly manipulated images should go in Experimental/Creative)
• Monochrome Images
• Natural History Images
• Experimental/Creative Images
Please note the new maximum image size 1600 pixels wide by a maximum of 1200

This includes three videos:
(Mikhail Karikis & Uriel Orlow (born 1975
& 1973) Sounds from Beneath - ended
19th January but do watch online!)
Mike Marshall, A Prism Splits Light

pixels high.
Basingstoke is open for entries. (BPE) Entries must be received by 5th March.
South Birmingham Image 18 is open for entries, closes 25 February. Also BPE & PAGB

- from 20th–26th January
Ivan and Heather Morrison, Colours and

awards.

Sounds in Ivan Morison's Garden

Not too late to enter Photography News’ Camera Club of the

- from 27th January–3rd February

Year competition for 2017-18. A team of five can represent
the club. (5 per round). If you’re interested in entering or

You Get Me? On until 24th March at

organising the entries, why not speak to Judy or one the

Impressions. What does it mean to be a

committee? NB Signing up for Photography News is free.

British Muslim male today? Over a nine-

See last year’s winners and prize info.

year period Hussain photographed in
Birmingham,

where

he

grew

up,

Iceland info

stopping young men in the street and
chatting to them as he took their portrait.

Les Bailey writes:- I know we have Iceland

observatory itself being pretty unique. Les

He later expanded the project to London

aficionados in WCC, however Hotel Ranga is

says it always makes interesting reading,

and Nottingham. The curator, Mark Sealy

superb, and maybe not well-known. Janet

you might like to subscribe (at foot of

at Autograph ABP, says ‘You Get Me?

and I have stayed there and taken super jeep

page). Here’s the last summer edition.

explores

representation,

excursions, excellent and good value. It’s a

respect and cultural difference. Mahtab

great place, great food and wonderful

The first article on StarGazing has images

Hussain’s work is a timely investigation

people. The owner, Fridrik, is very helpful.

to whet the most jaded appetite and the

into the current debates on migration

Unusually, he encourages you to take food

offer of aurora wake-up calls with hot

and identity.’

from the breakfast selection and make up a

toddies sounds very tempting! Read on

Also 3rd March 2-3 pm Artist talk (free,

decent lunch as “restaurants aren’t that

and find out what Björk tastes of…

donation welcome) and 3-4pm Artist

frequent around here”.

race

and

Whether

reception and book signing (free event).
17-20 March Photography Show

or

not

you're

imminently

Here’s the hotel’s latest newsletter: the

planning a trip, this well-produced hotel

Stargazing section is interesting,

newsletter is worth a browse.

1 July - Vale Wildlife Day - see later item
from Maddy.

Fish heads by Les Bailey
(To be fair, the menu pages
look more appetising!)
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Phototrips
Kinver Mark 2
Barrie has kindly arranged a private group visit to the Rock Houses (with the benefit of Phil Brown acting as guide) with a different lunch
venue, more convenient for Worcester people to drive home. Full details are on the events section of the website but in case you
haven’t signed up to the events list, here are the highlights!
Meet opposite Kinver Edge Farm Shop 9.00am on Monday 5th March.
Stroll around the escarpment hugging the edge itself. We will pass the small war memorial and soon have stunning views over Kinver
village and on towards the Black Country and Wolverhampton. As we get to the highest point of the Iron Age Hill Fort our views are
extended towards the Clent Hills, the Wrekin, the Clees and the Long Mynd. The route I suggest is a circular one and is about one and a
half to two miles in length.
Paths are excellent but I consider it unsuitable for members with walking difficulties. They can easily be catered for at Kinver Church
where they too can get stunning views;there are lots of benches so that they can take in a leisurely view, or Kinver High Street is another
interesting possibility.
After the walk we will visit the world-famous Holy Austin Rock Houses, this is National Trust property and very photogenic. I will make
sure they have the fire stoked well! is very photogenic.The Rock Houses are part of Kinver Edge but it is best to move the cars to a
location near to the Rock Houses, the surrounding area is very scenic.
From the Rock Houses I suggest driving to the Island Pool pub (menu)… Island Pool Restaurant reviews.
There is a small charge of £30.00/hour being levied to cover their costs that cost is to be shared among the group. One hour should be
enough for our visit there. Sign up on the website…

Members’ news and images

These pictures from
the first Kinver trip are
by Janet Sprason. She
says “This first one
shows just how hard
we worked on our
photography skills!”
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Kinver

by Janet

Sprason

Can you help?
Most of you know I am passionate about our indigenous wildlife especially my thoughts about fox
hunting. I also support Vale of Evesham Wildlife Hospital where I take any wildlife casualties that I
happen to find including recently the barn owl who sadly was killed by lead poisoning. They are our
county's wildlife hospital.
I am considering having a stall to help them for their Open Day in July. (Flyer overleaf.) I have
communicated with most club members who are interested in nature, particularly British wildlife, to see if they would like an
opportunity to sell their prints and maybe cards as well. I may have unintentionally left some members out, so if that is you and you
would like to support your local wildlife hospital, now is your chance. Please email me back.
There could also be a chance to promote our club. I am not expecting club members to donate some of their sales to the club in this
instance.
What I desperately need is loan of a three-sided gazebo in case of inclement weather. If anyone has one we could use I would be
grateful. Also a few stacking plastic chairs so that we can sit down and even a table to put boxes of prints out. Finally if anyone has a
card display stand to borrow that would be great too. Not much to ask for!

Maddy Pennock
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Ooh, look! By Ruth Bourne LRPS
Do pop along on the day even if you can’t
help with Maddy’s project!

Any one of us who has ever presented publicly with any
sort of technology knows that the machines hate and
despise us and set out to thwart us at every turn,
however much we try to prepare… We can only
sympathise with Barrie.
I’m sure the audience still learned lots! Now read on…

Digi Group - Barrie bares his soul…
A confession and a very high cringe factor

"Compositing & Photoshop Brush Making",

The satin aluminium keys and the letters

and adjusted a few bits and bobs.

on them are incredibly small and indistinct

I was clearly not fully prepared; I did have
a somewhat embarrassing evening.

and will take some getting used to
I made sure all the files needed for the

especially as I can no longer can boast

presentation were neatly in their individual

about 20/20 vision.

To set the scene, my old laptop was

folders, and yes they were. And then

rapidly running out of gas so I spent some

installed them on the new laptop.

time looking, listened to advice from those
that know and then I ordered a new one.

However the machine was fast but - Oops!
Total disarray, panic struck, and somewhat

At the appointed hour and in front of the

disordered, I eventually reached coffee

baying crowd I began. Bingo! The AV

break; it seemed like a long five hours and

The shiny new one arrived just two days

worked and played through exactly as

meetings shouldn't last that long!

before the meeting and with the help of

intended.

Nick Court everything was copied across.

Second half was OK as I had prepared a

My sincere thanks go to Nick, especially as

Then the plan was to demonstrate a few

varied selection of AVs. I kept almost quiet

he was feeling very much under the

Photoshop techniques that I use. The

and pressed a key at the appropriate time

weather with a nasty chest infection.

moment of truth arrived. I couldn't locate

and that consoled the crowd.

and load the files needed as the software
I then deactivated Adobe CC from the old

opened up in completely unfamiliar

Eventually my heart stopped pounding,

laptop as required and installed it on the

windows, nor did it help that I couldn't see

but in the future I will always think about

new one. I checked that both Photoshop

the keys on the machine!

Baden Powell.

and Lightroom were working and yes they
were, wasn't I doing well?

Martin, a calming influence, sat alongside

"Be Prepared".

me, but we both struggled to read or even
Then I spent time on my desktop on the

see the function keys on the new machine.

presentation; I ran through the AV entitled
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Barrie

